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CHAP T l?.rl ··'-I 
OHDINARY DIFFhHht'J'I'IAL .b<.ii,UATIONS 
1.1 INTHODUCTION 
{ 
It is well knowr1 that approximate nu·merical 
solutions for algebriac equations with numerical coef-
ficients can be found. Analogously, there are various 
methods to calculate numerical solutions of ordinary 
~ 
differential equations, when these are accompanied by 
appropriate initial conditions. This latter fact leads 
us to seek methods suitable for starting tne solution so 
that we may obtain numerical methods for continuing the 
solution over an extended domain. 
We will exalliine various step-by-step methods; 
this means that we commence by using an initial condi-
tion and construct an approximate solution at equal in-
tervals h along the x-axisa Note, however, tnat these 
met ho as ~ay be quite laborious if we are to obtain a high 
de_gree of~ accurac:1, and .. h,enc~· are· to be~ used only as a 
} 
to61 for the more efficient methoas: 
It can be shown t.hat dif.f'erential eyuations of 
order greater than one may oe expressea as simultaneous 
oi,f't·erential equatio.ns of orcter orie. Hence it is suffi-
. . 
--
-:,.._, ... -- ... 
9 "' ~ ~ l 
cient to restrict our discussion/of ·numerical solutions to 
tne latter. 
~:r.: 








l. 2 ISOCLINh llTliODS 
Before proceeding to tb·e various numerical meth-
ods. for solving ordinary -dif1·erential equations, we will 
briefly outline a graphical method for salving first-order 
differential equations. This method will serva the reader 
in an intuitive sense when analyzing soiutlons. 
An ordinary differential equation of the first-
.order my be written in toe form 
. ' 
~ : f{x,y). dx · I . (1) 
This equation furnishes the direction of the tangent to 
the integral curve at any point (XQ,Yo) • 
An isocline curve is one of· the family of curves 
each of which is the locus of points in which the integral 
curves of (1) have the s·arue slope. hence the isocline 
curves are defi~~a by 
;(· ' ' 
f(x,y) =r c, 
where c is an arbitrary constant. 
.. ( .. :2} 
':thus, we have an infinite number of isoclines 
~ 
· throughout the-·_plane th-r9ugh- each o-·f wnich pass an infi-
I 
ri·i te number of integral curves,; tbe d,irection of -an inte-
gral curve co at any point is ci~tern:inea by the tangent 
associated with th~ isocline passing through that point. 
/ 
". . . ' . -· ...... ,. .. ,_ .. - .. fl.... . •.• 
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consider the differential equation 
d ····"2''' 
~-:l-y· QX X 
( Z) 




are of the form 





1. - YG • 0 ·X 
the integral curve Co• 
.. . ~ .... 

















This'particular aifferential equation will be 
' 
, u:sed .repeateal-y througho-ut th·i.s ehtt·f·ter·;· l1ence- an ex-aot ·· ·· 
solution ~ill be given ~or comparison. lt is 
, ... 
4 ..... 
. ... t i . 












. . .... . . " -.. 
• ,-.... I ,,t,t-.· .. .•' 





... ;_ lo2 098369 
lo3 096659 
le4 094594 
1.5 0 92308 
1.6 .89888 
1.7 • 87404 
1.8 • 84906 
1.9 .82430 
2.0 .80000 
Fig. 1. 2 
1.4 htJLb.RS Mb.TROD 
) 
In view of the remarks of the previous sections_, 
let· us consider 
~i • f{x,y) 
wiLh the initial conaition y. y0 and x = x0 • Supvose 
further tnaL :our integral cutve, that is, our solution 
curve, is smooth ana of tne form 
' 
( b) 
y: F(x). •. { b) 
Thus for a srr~all increu1ent h = ~ x . along the x-axis we may 
. 
approxiruate (6) by a straight line tangent to (o) at (Y.o,y0 ) 
-:·oven the interva_l _ Xo' to -Xo- + .Ax._ 11ben we have . 
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I 
where x1 ~ , .. Jto.,+ AX, Yl • Yo + Ay, tan e • slope of tan-
gent at. (Xc),Yo> and <i)o = f{x0 ,y0 ). Hence 
(8) 
· and we have y1 • y{x1>• Similarly, we may determine y 2 
for tbe point x1 + h • x 2 • In general 
' ! 
(9) 
As can be seen by tne diagram, for successive 
x1 , our tangential approximations will deviate 1'ur,ther 
ana further from the true lntegral curve tbrougb (Jto,Yo)• 
This leaos us to consider a n1odified fo·rn1 of Euler1 s 
method. 
This amounts to finding a better approxi~ation 
for llY : y 1 - Yo for the i_ncrement x1 . - x0 =Ax. Clearly 
this can be accomJ:lished b:y considering tr1e average of t.be 
derivatives at {xo,Yo> and (x1,Y1l• We proce~d by cilling 
(8) the first approximation of y1 ana denoting it by Y1(l). 
( 1.0:) 
-
Now call (£.:!.) 1 . evaluateu at (x0 ,y1 (l)) ,· dX -· - ~ -- · 
,/~R>{l) = f(x1,Y1 (1))' ( 11) -
ar1u., in genera 1, 
:/ 
..... ,, 
<""--,, ........ . 
. . ~ 
.... ---.;,f .. "· - - ............... ·,,.,-:-~- .,.,_·.,,; ... , ';" ... , ... "' .. ,.',,, .... " 
, ']:bus, ·:.; 
,,, 
.. .,.. ~~~-:.-~ ... _-;:,-...·;;~-.... --~-- __ "' --.. --Msa.ma:m a a 2awa11&2 a um s sz ____ as 2 t ii_ .Ji Ii LL& ______ ,_. _ . . 
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and it appears that (12) should be a better approximation 
than (7). Hence we have the second approximation y1 <2) 
b 
• (14) 
Similarly, y1 ( 3), y1 (4), •• may be calculated, the 
~-.. ( 1) calculations termtnB.ting when there. is no change in y1 
and y (i-1) fo/ some 1, at the digit which e,ives us l ' 
aegree of accuracy d,~sirea. Hence we have y ( 1 ) ana l 
now repeat tbis proceaure to obtain y 2 (j) for~+ h 
l. 5 hXAlYJ>Lh Il _ 
the 
may 
Again we consider £Z • J:. - y2 dX X with the initial I 
condition y(l) • 1. We compare ~uler•s method with the 
modified version taking h: 0.1. 
• 
-
In huler's method we find by 
Y1 = Yo + f ( x0 , Yo) .h • ~o + 
. . 
:·1.o + o.o x.0.1 = -·· ).r• 1.0 ", 
( 9) 
'Wo h 
ano similarly we lliay calculate y2 , y 3 , y 4 • • • • ~"' C o 11 e c t -
' · '1ng these results in tabular form, we have the following 
.. "". 
J table: 
... -~ .... , .. ' .. ;.,..... ---···-··;. .,., ... .... ,: ' 
-~ 
. ·• . i!"" • ..:, ... ~::,. •• -••• : .... : .••. 1.. ..,. • . • "'· .••• : , •• ; - . ,. • .. . . •.. ;, 
- I 
























. :., ·~ 
•. i 
.,;cJ 







~-· ' · .. .:.. '7'. ... 
and 
·~·- .... ------... ---· --·-···---- .... -~.\----- .... ___ , . .,, ... __ .. , ____ ~ -----··-----·------·-·····-- ~--.. ---···--·-····-·~-- .,. ................... ____ ..... . 
Xi Y1 (~) dx 1 
1.0 1.0000 0000000 
1.1 - 1 eOOCO ~009091 
lo2 .9909 ~015614 
1.3 .9753 = 0 20098 
·1.4 
.9552 ~ 0 23012 
In .wler' s niodified form we find by (12) 
Yl(l) : Yo + (*)oh : 1.0 + o.o X 0.1 : 1.0 
(&) (1) f(~, Y1) - 1.0 1.0: - 0.09091 - -- -
' 
dx 1 1.1 
~~.;. 
' 
similarly y1 ( i) and <l>1 ( i) i : 1, . 2, 3, 4. 
' 0 
tabulatea results follow: 
1 Y1 










Since our third and forth approximations are 





Similarly, we rriay calculate y~, y 3 ., ~ •• ; sorne of these re-
-sults follow: - -- ' , ,-!, 
' 
Xi ( j) * Y1 . (£J:) dx i 
loO ( 3) 1.0000 OoOOOO 
1.1 (4) .~95? = o.086 2 
. 1.2 ( 3) 
.9840 ,-01482 
1.3 ( 3) .g670 
- 01924 
., .. : ··.-- .. :,r- .. 1. 4' (4) 9 A,.,. '1 
. • .. b .a. 
- 0 2197' 
-~ i...._ .• 
th . ' 
* Denotes the j approximation in order to obtain y 1 • 
~- . ~- ~ 
.-----._ ....... ·-· 
i . 
·• 
........... '·'"·~~ _,.~-.·-·.:,.:_;,..· ·~,,-,. ... -· ...-. ........ .,. 
•::•"..;i,{(-~~i'.:,,:1.i..~-·l'JI![ ··-· ---··--·-------;,_, _. ·---· __ .. _......,......_"4_/i'~"'l':'INl:\l;:'0~~""--=~1---,'-',e\'!'..W,-.,,,,,.. .. A __ L ........ ~:r~hllll'Jctli;~IJ<.V"~\,,'~~~ .. ~:,r--..,.,.,.,,,...1-·lll;,.'!n-, ..... 1_"""_,.... .. .._ ... ,M ______ , .... --•- ~~•••••'••.' 
• I 
,, 
~. ' - ,-- --
-,--- ·-·-.. -- .. ---·-·.,·~-· 
.; 
- ,.,.,;,_.,_,,;..;\.'1'•'·.i··•·,:,•; ·.• .. , ..... , ........ . 
___ ,;:_ ____ --- - . 
' j --:--., 
,... . ~,y,a,~ .,,. , .. ·_. (jo -·-··": .r. ·. ·. 
-~.i.·. ,, .• ,.:..,~.:~~- :· :: -~ - -~~·-. ~ ~~-- .... ~~!k-'IJ\=~~~~~:fJ.~~ ..• ~ .•. --s~"-~~ ....  
-e-
The following table illustrates the increased 
[' 
accuracy of this modified form: 
'I':, I 
~ 
xi Yi (1uler) y1 ( Iv.odified) Yi ( Exact) 
1.0 loOOOO 1.0000 1.0000 1.1 loOOOO .9957 
.~955 1.2 09909 ~9840 .983? 1.3 09753 .9670 .9666 
1.4 09552 .9464 .9459 
" Fig. 1.3 
1.6 TAYLOR SERI1S MlThOD. 
~'e nQt describe a method which is u_sually less 
laborious. Again we seek the integral curv~ F(x) = y of 
~i : f(x,y) passing through the non-singular point· (xo,y0 ). 
Since Xo is not a singular point, we may· expand y : F( x) 
in a Taylor series. about this point. As in the case of 
l!iuler' s method we are seeking values of y corr·esponding to 
tbe points x1 : Xo + nh, i = 1, 2, 3, .•• • n; hence we con-
sider. the Taylor series in the fo,llowing form: ·. 
_ - , _ , - n . b,G • r, 3 , .. -
_y ( X 1· · -+ ,,.-h) ---Y1--+·y1--hf Y1. ~ + Y1fr + ••• • 
. . cs lI ~ ~ 
~ve begin by finding y{x1) by the forruula 
) I l) 11 h 2 flt h 3 . J'Xo + h) • y(xl : Yo+ Yo iii Yo g+ Y0 rn:+··· ,(lb) 
I ii II f 
where Yo, y0 , Yo ••• may ue computed by evaluating 
,-., ,. ' 








. ""·. , - .......... """' ........... ,. .• -·.·· ·., ,,1o•. .··~ ...... -. .. .............. ,. ..• t, --=<•If,'{•,,,. .. ,·,•,-~ ...... :~:: .....•.• .,._.,,.. (' : '" .. .... ~ 
. ·i 
. ·· ·• . .-,,-,.·.Ye.- -'M),"· .... :.,;ttJ,-,l!~.~U..NJf;S[l);e'ft 
•illl:~)!';\\.... "' ;.,.~;~~·. -~·\,'JI, .;,....,.,..., --~;;::..... ___ .. ' ' '--· f..,#-... .,.,. ·.,-;,.,.· .. _ ....... .• . -~ .. .;;..-',:<aiD~ .... ... ,t_\l.,., ____ , ... .; 
'•· 
. -~-. ' .. - -'."I 
i. 
r 
-.,~·--~ - . ·_ ... -. . . ' 
1· 11 
Yn • .f(xn,Ynl , y - )f(xn,Yn) 
- )x . 
' 
_ c)··r(xn1Yn) 




etc. Thus we have the point (x1,Y1), and similarly we 
apply (15) when i= 1 and obtain y(x'2). An example ·will· 
illustrate the procedure for obtaining successive y 1 • 
- 1.7 :bXAMPL1 III 
.... Again consider !!I,ddr • ~ - y 2 such that y(l): 1. 
X - X 
Taking- successive d~rivatives we get 
' llf u 
u X y - v , J ' v - . _) YY n - ( y ' ) 2 • y = - 2 ~ - ~YY and y • • ~ 
X X 
' ,, "' At (1,1) Yo: o, Yo: -1, Yo: 1, 
Now substituting these values in(l5) and 
putting h: O.l and i: d, we find 
y(Xo + h) = y(x1)=y1=l + 0 - .05 + .00017 + •••• 
Yl : • 9952. 
Next, evaluate the derivative at (xi,11) = 
(1.1, .9952). and we get upon substitution into (15), where 
i : 1, 
y 2 • .9952 - .00857 - .OQ365 - .00013 •••• • ;~829. 
. ' /" 
. .)'·. --r-,, I , 
Sifuilarly, we may evaluate 
,, 
Y3, Y4' yb ••• ;-·tn~ 
~esults along with the exact y~ follow: 
.J. 
xi y 1 ( Taylor) y i ( 1:.Jca C t ) 
leO loOOOO i,0000 ; 
lol e98bG .99b9 
-.: 
lo2 0 9889 ' • 9837 _ 
1.3 e9657 
~' . 
.9666 :,,." ...... 
• • ,. I "'; 







'--~.;.~ ............ ,,~,.,,~~ ........... "l(•••·iw..,...,...~---.. t-..... -• ......,... ........... ~ ......... - .... --. . . ,: . ., . ,;. .. : .. . '. ,· .. - . ~ -
...... """···-~- .-,,. ... 
•• i)· .. 1 
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1.8 RUNGh-KUTTA rohTHOD 
In the Runge-Kutta method the.aim is to derive 
a formula in terms of f and its der1 va ti ves., whic"h after 
expansion is of the form., 
f(xa· + h) = ao ·~ aih + ••• + an hn + ..• ' 
.in which the first few ak coincide with the coefficients 
obtained in the Tavlor aeries method. •· 
Let us consider the Taylor series expansion about 
the point (XQ,Yo) in the form: 
y{Xo + h) : Yo + fo~ + c~rn -Ml :f-' h 2 ,+ (itn ( 18) C l!. ax ~Y CJ~ rxz + 
+ 2 r2~0fo ~ l2ff 2 t si'o !£Q.-+ (~fn)2f h3 y T ~ 0 X ~ y ~X ~ + • • • • 
In order to estimate y(Xo + h) with first-order accuracy 
we examine, as in .bu.ler•s method, th6 tangent to the solu-
-
tion curve C passing through (xo,Yo). From the diagram 
below ''the exact value of y( XO + h) is Th, whereas our tan-
gential approximation yielas, 
say. 
y 
•. :;.,.,.· .t" 
y(x0 + h) TB= Yo~ hfo: Yo t ~1 , (19) 
....... 
/ , 
- - - -










----+------,c.____:__ _______ __._T~- X 0 x x. 0 











- .. --· - '.. . - . ··- ' ·---·-....C. ~ ---·· ----··----~.. .---.-, ..................... ,, .... v..1, .. ,.,...,._.. ..~·--·--------.~-·---....... ~. ~ - - --
-




Q-.' ..... .,,._.. •'~If O ' • • , , ... •. •Vo .,. • • ..... 
----·-.... , .................. ,, ..... :.,....._~-....,._.. . •. ..~--
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Let A be the midpoint of PB. Then a better 
approximation to the solution curve through F will be 
f~rnished by t~e line through P parallel to the tangent 
at A to the solution curve through A. Since 
A: <xo + ~. YO + !! fo), 
. 2 
y(x0 + h)~ Yo + Wt = Yo + P<ct tan 8 : ( a> ) 
= Yo+ hf(Jeo -t ~·Yo +t~>= Yo-+ h2, 
say. Now expanding f(XQ T ~,y0 + ir0 ) in a Taylor series 
of two independent variable~we get, 
ro fn 2 2 y(Xo ·- h) .. Yo r0 h - ( - ro>! - <--#1 - - -X y 
2r 2f fo 2) 3 
-2 fo h ·- (21) C - y2 - • • • • X y 8 
Qamparing, (18) and (21) we can see that our ob-
jective of second order accuracy has be8n realized, and by 
our diagram, this estimate of y(x + h) yields an error of 0 
nLagni tude RE. 
Now we atte1npt to fur..ther min1lliize tbe error oy 
. 
·obtain1ng .. th-ird order .accuracy~. Let us co~1sider S.imp·~on' s 
rule as an ai-proxin~ation of y(Xc.; + h); · we get 
.. :.1· 
y(x0 +h) ¢ y0 + ~ (re, -1- 4f(xo ... "2, Yo 
41-f(xo + h, 
T £!f'0 ) .+ 
~-




•• ··- • • - • • ,, - ' .-,... OA·--:--~;,, '~ .. -.. ~':"!l"f:•.• 0 
.. 
i 











,.;::..~_ .............. . . .. , ... ,.,. ... ,. .... 
f' 
.. 
• _,( .. ,..,, •; .... ..- .. ' f"~( \ •' •" .'-"·r·." • : • •·,,II' ' • • 'I.,• -· . • • • . ,, ' •.• y.-. ' . . . .• 
·~'~---·-, --~ ?-· 
. . . 
. - . .. . . " 
,, ••,• ,o~ :• '..~: .. ~:;~ ··-~;--~.•!-"•."' ..... •0 .:::;~.~:-.~ •• :~·.;.-;:;; 0 ~~-·· ~-~ 0 • • •, ~ •• :·;. :·~ :· •• ':. ••• -·~ •• ,,,. 0 ___ ..._._ .... ....-..w-....,, C' • ,· 'P.. :• .... , •• ,. ...... ~. , .<" 
··1, 
I:-· ( . -12- I 
in Taylor series, we obtain 
\ 
y(x.- + h) = Yo + foh + < ~ro + ~toro)ll.2 +(c\if',... + 
--v oX . y a ~ ( 2:3) 
~ . -~~f_n__ ~ :3 +~ fo + fo) i + •••• 
Comparing (16) and {2~) we see that third order· accuracy 
can be otitained by the adai tion of 
3 
to the coefficient of i in (23). One way of including 
these third order terms is to replace f(Xo + b,y0 + bf0 )h 
in (22) by f [:ito + h;y0 + hf{Jeo + h,Yo + f 0h)]h • ~3 • With 
this change we obt_ain 
y(.xa + b) z :lo -t i ~o-.. 4f <:ico +- ~ ,Yo + ~o> + (24) 
+r(xa+ h, Yo + f(Jto + h,Yo +ro~~ 
or 
where 
.bl: t 0 h 
12= f(x0 1-
h Yo + 1/)h 2' G 
E3: f(Xo + h, Yo + 2 l!, 2 - El)• 
,--:,, ~· 
. . . " ff-~ • ;: a 
Similarly each sµcceeding Yi + l • · Y { xi • h) ·may 
·be'. found by use .of. the prec eed·'ing y 1 • The actual numerical 
computations can be systemized as in example 4. 
1. 9 ~AltPLh IV 
· Again consider ~ : X ·- ·~ y 2 wi tb' ini ti·al condi;.. 
·" 









. ' - . 
... \ •. 
'. ... ·····! . , ,. . ... . \ •• , '~ I • lo ; ',' ..... 
.~ .. ~ ·.· ........... . ......... . . •. . 
•.;,......... ·-, 
.4,· , . 
. ... ·\~·· . -·.:\~-.-.~.,,....,.,..!~·' ~-..-~~ .. ri'~~;r!:~:~\-~ .. '..:--":,·:.~1"~~·~~..::~~~~~-::t,ti·;: ·····:~.:./~·:{/:..~--~.-~·: ......... - . . .. ~ .•• ,, . ~. ·IS' 
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t~.Q.n ..... y(l) • l and h: 0.1. The computation involves the 
,,, 
generalization o~(25), that is, 
l r: l 
Y 1 +l • y 1 t 6 t"1 + 
where 
l 
- f1h Ei -
:b,2 
1 • 
( 'h f Xi+ 2' Y1 + 
" 
J:l 2 )h ~ 
3 .. f(x1 + b, 2 2 
,. 1 
l!.1 - .Yi+ l!.1 .- ~1) h. 
Step Xi 1.0 1.1 1.2 
I Y1 1.00000 .g9550 .98370 
E,l 
·1 .00000 -.00860 -.01479 
n 
Xi+~· 1.05000 1.15000 1.25000 
. ( 
1 
II Yi +~ 1.00000 .99120 .9?631 
2 
~1 -.00476 - .01206 - ~01721 
xi -t" h 1.10000 1. 20000 1.30000 
III y i 41- :ab.I - 11 i • 99048 .97998 .gti407 
b3 
-.00806 -.01437 -.01878 1 
-
~ 








Y1 (x1 ) : ., for· exarriple, was found oy 1=rocet.tCi-
ing .frorr1 step I .•• IV in tt1e colun.e 1.0. 
I • 
, 
... ,.,...... .. .• ... ' ·-
.. ;·'; . .,.,.·,,""'" .. .,,, ,.~.,.;i .. i,~,,r.•,.-.~: .. ',.-;.· .• ·· .•. ,',,,;, ,.~o, .• i,.,.,,,,.,. •• , .. .',-,J.~.,-·:.-.. .", ~ .. : ~..: . .,-' .. :.,,.-:.·,·:'..';._".'.,;;-.,:.--;-:,~_'._;'.'._;,.:,•:;',.,· •. :,..,:--;.,, .... ,.;.; ,.,,.,,,,,, ·' ·· • ··t ,.-.'.; ···••••"••• '·•· •,,; .. , ·: ~· .. _· ..... ,,·, .... ,, -~ .• ; .... ;_~-~ •.,.:.:: .. ,·, .• :· .. :: ... ,.· •. ,: •. ,~'.'... .• ,-,' . .,.-~: .. .,,. .•.• :-.-~ .. ,i.~ .. ,~. ;•-1,;".-,c . .- .<,~,·; , .. - , 1--;:~·;-> , •. •• ~ • , ,-,1 ':'"'. ,'"'~' .• "• ,,. •'---• u,,.'!,-;! .. :,;;-~ •• , ~{j< /:;l ,,,'(<~ ~,.·· •.•- !•"' ,.,,.._• • "• ·,,·,,,;:,-,;•,\-.,:,.,,",;,,,.,."'..,., .. ·::..~,..:.....,· ,, 
. .:Jf.~-1 -~ 
-- _,. 
I ' . ,,., . 
;: \. 
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1.10 PICARDS lVJhTHOD 
· Again· v,e consider the different.ial equation··-----··"-·~--·· , 
* = f(x,y) with the initial condition y(:xo) = y0 , and 
seek to approximate y1 : y(Xo + h} : y(x1)• , If we write 
dy: f(x,y)dx and integrate over the interval (xc,,x) we 
obtain 
y - Yo + -
However, in order 
we
1 
must know yin f(x,y). 
first approximation, 
X 
J f(x,y) dx ( 26) 
XO 
to perform this integration 
If we put y • y0 we obtain a 
X 
y(l) : Yo+ s f(x,yo) dx. ( 27) 
". 
Xo •' /~'~ . . . J. "'_ ..... 1~'-· 
' 
'I!3-y·· put t:)1 .. ng y = Yl we obtain a second approxima-
tion, x 
( ~) ~ : Yo + f(x,y(l}}dx. 
In ieneral the nth approximation ls : :. ; ·~ 
Y(n) -- + Yo 
X S f(x,y(n-l))dx. 
XO 
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2 Let us reconsider~: l - y with initial con-dx X 






Now applying ( 28) 
1.12 ADA1'iS lv.hTliOD 
we ·find our first apJJroxiination y(l) 
X 
+ 








~ + ln X - X 
X 
2 
- ( 2 + ln x - x) dx. 
oy 
We seek a polynomial g(x) which satisfies the 
conditions, g(xn) : Yn, g(xn-1) = Yn-1' g(xn-2)= Yn-i'··· 
g(x1}: Yi• Such an expression is 
g(x) : a0 + a 1 (x - xn) + a 2 (x - xn) (x - x 0 _ 1 ) + .•• + 
+ an(x - xn)(x - x0 _ 1) ···(x - x1 ), 
where a0 , a1 , •. . a 0 are detern!ineci as follows, 
\ 
g( x~-1) - Yn-1 .. ao - - + al (xn-1 - xn) • Yn + a1(- b) 
and Y11 - lo-J • (~·l:i:D al -
- b b ' 




- -x · . ) { X . - XI)-· l ) --. : . n n-~ ~ 
...,..___JI . . . . . . \ . • . ., '· . 
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: Yn + Yn h Yn-1(-2h) + a2(-2h) (•h) 
and a 0 : Yu - ~Y~-l + :Yn.-2 a A2~n ~ 2b ~h , 
where A1Yn represent horizontal aiff·erences, that is, 
A1Yn - v ·-
" - .,n-1· Yn• 
2 I I A Yn :4 Yn-1 -LlYn• 
. 3 - 2_ A 2,.. . etc A Yn - ,a--Yn-1 - ., n' • 
Similarly we obtain 
• 
Hence we have 
2 g(x) : y + 41Y~(x - xn) + A·Yn( 
n U.h Lab2 x -xn) (x - xn-1> + 
+ ~
3
~S. (x-xn) (x - Xzi-1> (x - xn-) + ••• + 
. .. 
The polynomials g(x) may be taken as an ap~roximations to 
'. 
fa function y having the-values y.(x1 ) = y 1 , 1: li 2; ..• n. J ' . . 
We have derived Newton's f-:,rmula-- for backward· in-
terpolation. It enables us to estimate a value of y, say 
Yn+l' providing we know Yn, Yn-l' yn_ 2 , • •• , that is, values 
of y backward from y n+l. Herice in adapting ( 32) to our 
problem of approxin~ating s!I · . .,by a polynomial, we shoula dx 
.-··: 
- I 
. -· -, '"< ·,,. ,, • •• 
. . ,., :~ . 
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·• ., 1/'t' I~• ·1 
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keep in mind that when, for example, A4Yn are to be re-
tained in (32), this requires values of y0 _ 1, yn_ 2, Yn_ 3 , 
Y
0
_ 4 , Yn_ 5 • · Clearly y5 is the first value we n...ay approx~ 
I 
imate under tl!lese circu1nstances. 
- An equivalent expression for (32) is obtained 
by a change of variables, u • x b xn; 
y( x) : y(xn + hn) : Yn i' uLl:_1sn -r u ( u + 1) ~Yn + { 33) 
T u{u + 1) (u + 2)JYn + ••• + ulu + 1)···{u-n-l)A0 tn 
. . IE. • 
Now we adapt (33) to our problem by substituting y' for 
· y, limiting our approximation to 3rd differences. ·~~rite 
-~· 
n: 3 and we have 
y I ( X) ~ y rz. ' -r UA1 y~ ' + u ( u + 
v ll . ( 34) 
Substituting (34) into 
X4 
Y4 : Y3-t s 
X3 
Noting that X - x~ u -
- h ' 
U4 x~ - .x3 1 and dx - -
- h -
X4 
f(x,y)dx : y3 + ! y'dx, 
X3 
• 
_ ( 3ti) 
]ax. 
X3 x~ or X - Xn + uh, U3 - - - o, - - -h 
hdu, have - we 
-
.. ·.1·. ... . ...... -· ·=· _, -·· . . . .. ~: _.: ___ _ 
• , ...... J. 
·~· 
. . . ,;:,, - ·~·-'-.··· . 
\ 
'· ·~~~---......... l MK a ~- -· 
. . . ... •,•. "' .. ~.-~ ........... --- \ 
.',.:hto<..;··-:---,AH,P 0 -ic,°"""~~ ... ~··;~:.·:-- · ... ,.,,,«"".~' ':' ....... , ... t ..... h-, ·_: .. w,, ........... --...........,.."··~ •.e.~~-· .. • ................... -4,."'1\·· .... ~"'f)t,....,..,~ ... -!" ........ '-· ,.-.-v ................ ~.v·-.. ·---·-· ............ - •. -.... ____ .....,........,._4,·, ............. ~.·~ ... ~· .... ~ -~~,r,,.-.,,.,.• -· I •'°' "•1 ,,.r..t..,._,.#M·•\ .'-.•· · •,C••··" · a,•t ' .' ,C,- ..... 
-·-· -··-~~' ................. 4 ...... --. 1·•·•····,W1"~,,...,lt,,l4~, • ..... ·· ....... 
• C ·"• ,.....,...,.ill,..,l, 
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l 
Jl2 1 2 h s [Y3' ~Y~/u u) Y4 - Y3 + + + Y3 (u + + (37) - U1 0 '"• ''.I 3 I 
.. A Y~ (u3 + 3u2 + 2u)] du ~ 
and 
. ' ... I 
+ h( Y3' t~~?Y3 1 + .'f2 il.2Y3 I+ ib3~ •). (38) Y4 - Y3 .. 
As pointed o_ut earlier, y0 , y1 , y2 , and y 3 
must be obtained by another method; for instance huler, 
Taylor series or Runge-Kutta. Similarly we can obtain 
Y0 using 11 , ••• y4 • Note that the degree of accuracy d~-
pends on the number of differences retained. The follow-
ing example will illustrate the procedure of calculating 
these successive differences. 
. 1.13 UAMPLE. VI 
d ~ We will again solve .5!l: Z - x with initial d.x X 
condition Yo: y(l): 1. The approximations for y1 , y2 
and y 3 will be obtained fron1 the Hunge-Kutta method~ that 
.. ~ -. is, exarr~ple 4. The numerical computat-1-on can be tabulated 
as follows in Fig. l.?. Initially, nurrbers abovo the step 
line in the table were fauna by taking differences with 
respect to y 0 , y1 , y 2 , ana y 3 • The value y 4 : y(x4 ) : 
y(l.4) : .9459, for example, was ther1 1·ouna oy substitut-
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I- y 2 AY ' A2 , fl3 ' Xi Y1 Y1:ll-yi Yi Yi x1 1 r 
1.0 1.0000 000000 co 008598 002404 =000496 
1.1 e9955 <;!> 008598 CD006194 001908 c:,000453 
1.2 .9837 =014792 GD e04286 .Ol4b5 c::>000386 
1.3 09666 <::>ol9Q?8 Cl 002831 .01069 CJ O 00 245 
1.4 09459 = 0 21909 -.01762 .00824 -000264 
1.5 09231 c::, 0 236 71 -.00938 .00560 -.00244 
106 08988 - , 24609 - .00378 .00316 - .00119 · 
1.7 .8491 DC, 24987 -.00062 .00435 
loB .8491 C> 0 24925 - .0037~ 
C, 0 24552 





y 4 : • 9666 + ~ [- .19078 + ~(- .04286) + -}; .01908) -
+ i<-.00496)] : .9459. 
1.14 A'iILN:b-S ME.THOD 
In the di-scussion of Adams' method we derived 
Newton's backward interpolation formula. Now without der-
ivatiDn we will consider Newton's forward inttrpolation 
formula. This enables us to interpolate a value of y, say 
Yn+i, providing- we know y __ , y , y -- 4.:, that is,- values of · n+~ n+3 n+ 
Y fo--rward from v · · .' The formula· in terms 
~r n+ 1 ' 
y' (x) : y ' .,- ut1,,, + u(u-l)A2Yd + u(u -n Jn 2 
of y' is 
3 ' 1) ( u - 2) A Yn • + 
3 




.. ;_ ,. --~--cs.·. 
: X - Xn 
h and A
1Yn' represents aiegonal difference& 








<f • • .~ I• 
., 
that y(Xc)): y0 for the ordinary differential equation 
ai: f(x,y). Now if we approximate y'(x) by the first 
four terms in (39) it should be noted that four values 
of y 1 , say y'(xa), y'(x1), y 1 (x2) and y 1 (x3), are need-
ed to apply the formula. These values may be found by 
methods comparable to Euler, Taylor and .Runge-Kutta. 
·w1 th tbes e cons id era tions, we~integrate ( 39) 
from u = 0 to u : 4; hence, 
XQ-4h 4 




- -- ..... - ·-··· .. ···-·. ---- .. --- .. 
y 4 : Yo + h( 4y 4' l41) 
Upon substitution of diagonal differences. 
Y4 :: y O + ? ( 2Y 1 1 - Y 2 1 + 2Y 3 1 ) ' ( 42) 
which is Milne's predictor formula. Howev·er, IY11lne im-
proved on· this app~oximation by deriving a corrector 
... 
/' ' ,> ,• ~.' .__, •. -·" .,, . . ""';r .,._ ~-:. 
formula for y 4 which employs -( 42). r.ro cio this we inte;.. 





























•• I •. ~-· (\.I.••, 1 • 
'• .... ':"-"·· ~,--=·· ' 
·,: .. _:_. _ .... --~ 
~-
giving 
b(2y4' + 2iy4' l 2 Y2 - Yo - +-AY4'). - 3 . 
Tt)us, 
, 
Y2 - Yo + }<:vo' + 4y1' + y 2' ) • ' -
Similarly 
Y4 = Y2 -t J(y2' ~ 4y~' + y4 '), 
where y4 1 ia evaluated~by s~stitution of (42) into 
* : f(x,y). 





corrector formula by re-examining the forward interpo-
_lat1on formula, equation ( 39) • The remainder after four 
terms is given approximately by the fifth ter1n, 
4 ' 
u(u - l)(u ~ 2){u - 3)AYn 
u • 
When this is integrated, as in (41), from u = 0 to u = 4 
ana, as in (43), from u: Oto u: 2, we get (47) and 
(48) respectively, 
28 4 . rl ( p) 90h ~ ~ 4' - 4 ' {47) 
' .. , ~' .. "· 




1 4 R ( t;) 
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• i 
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) 
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·' .. ' 
..... , ......... . 
\ 
--.... -.~------, . _..... ~ 
I. .... 
., ......... - : ... ,. 
. ·I ' .. 
the corrector,· say yiC) respectively; thus, 
28 h 4 , + (Pl y : A Y4 Y4 , 90 
- l ( C) Y - - h A 4 Y.' tt- Y4 , 90 . 4 
' 
ana upon equating we get 
y ( p) + 28h A 4y t - Y. 4( C ) - l h A 4v t 
4 00 4 . - 90 ., 4 
and 
y (P)_ y(O):. 
4 4 
~ ' I 
Let D1 be the difference 
in significant figures. 
(P) (C), i_- -~· 
Yi - Y1 . 4, 5, 6 •• • 
(P) 





Y!C) we find I D4l>29, this implies •that Ric~l. Thus 
our error is significant. If )D1l, i = 5, 6 •.• contin~ 
J 
ue to' be greater than 29, we v.,·ill corupensate by halvi~g 
the interval b. However, if J.u1l~29, our error h1 is not 
s,16 nificant and a sirriple application of the corrector 
J 




1.15 hXAfkPLh VII 
For the last time we consider the solution of 
. ,._., 
--..Jt.1.f~.·._:~.·-,··w~····:•.: .. w ·~·:• ;.,;· ... ;.-; ... .;.";:';.,:,.-.:.~~-~~~.in' 
,:,,:,., . 
..... _. ..• , ,_.,,_, ,, .~~• ,,. •,,~.,-,ac.
0
._;,..,,,,~ •• ••au•~ 
......... ~·,'l"\· ..... ,,,.,. ,,,.. ,.,lj·, • 
. ~· . 
. .~ ·-. I. -
·: ...... .. 
· -23-
I • • • 
approxiniations arrived at in the Runge-Kutta me·thod for 
.t::.;Si . 
Y1 , y2 , and y 3 and tabulate the data as follows: 
PREDICTOR CORRE.CTOR 
xi yf P) ' ( P) y 1 ·-- (C) Yi Y1 I { C) D1 
loO 1.0000 
-.00000 
lol .9955 C> 008598 
102 • 983? c;,014792 
1.3 09666 c:>019078 
le4 09459 =021909 .9460 
·• 21920 .. 1 
lo5 09231 <=>023671 .9231 • 23671 0 
le6 08989 = ~ 24621 . 08988 • 24609 
-1 
lo7 08741 e>o24988 08741 .24987 0 1.8 08490 c:1024914 08491 0 24925 -1 
lo9 08243 c,024563 08243 024563 0 
2.0 e80QQ 
-.24000 .8000 8 24000 0 
Fig. 1.8 
. .. y ( C) i; y (x4) • y (1. 4) = • 9460, for example, was 
found after first finding yiP): .9459 by substituting in-
to (43), t.hat • 1s, 
(P) 
Y4 : 1.0 - ! X o.1[2(-.08598) + .14792 + 8(-.19078)] · a 
: • 9459. 
We then applied. (47) to find yic), thus,: 
. ; . ' ..... _ ,.· 
{ C) -
Y4 : .9837 + ! X 0.1(-.14792 + 4(-.190?8} -.21909] 
-
-
: • 9460. · 
Since fDJ :f 9459 - 9460f: 1-:i:J : 1~ 29 we may 
"'"· .. 
conclude tha·t our error i.a not aignifican-t; t.Lus we- take 
1 
·· ... · 
" 
'{ ............. : .. '".~ .... ~ 
,. 
.. . 
• ~ i; 
.(-
.,,·, ...... -, .... .-,' 
.,. 







FAHTIAL DIFFhR~NTIAL h~UATIONS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
There are relatively few partial differential 
equations. which can be integrated in cl.osed form. Renee 
it is important in applied mathematics to have suitable 
numerical methods available. 
We shall concentrate our discussion of partial 
differential equations o~ equations in which the depen-
dent variable, say w, is a function of two independent 
variables, say x and y. Partial differential equations 
of this type fall into three categories, parabolic, hy-
perbolic, a.nd elliptic. \Ve furtber limit our discussion 
by considering solutions of the elliptic equations, in 
particular Poisson's, 
2 + 922 = 
dy 
g(x,y), (1) 
in which we ·are given certa-in boundry condit-1ons: f·or the 
:..:. ~ '~, .:..:·· 
region in which we desire a .solu~ion. 
2.2 LATTICh POINTS 
In our study of ordinar:v~ differ·ential equations 
';,.l 
we divicted tl)e x-axis into equal .subintervals of length 
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h, and sought the value of the dependent variable-at 
the points of division. Analogously, the numerical 
solutions of partial differential equations involves·a 
partitioning of the x,y-plane by horizontal and verti-
cal lines at tjistance h apart, forming a network of 
lattice points which are the intersections of these line~ 
~e then seek the values of the dependent variable at 
these lattice points in the region under consiaeration • 
f ,, 
,----··-·· ---i··- · ... --+-. ·- ··->• ...... _ .... -.--+--'"···-·········-·· -+---___.__----I -4.. '" ... ; '', •. 
t---h~ 
Fig. 2.1 
"l·n ortier to estimate values of w : w(x,y) at non-lattice 
points of t!~e region, we may interpolate, or if we de-
.' -· 
sire greate-r ac~curacy, chbose sma .. ·11er· int.erv_als:· 
The Poisson eouati'on can be S8lvea numerical-~ . 
l:y by first replacing tl1e partial derivativt,s by finitE;-
difference approximations call8ct aifference· quot16nts; 
we then solve the resul-ting difference · equa ti-o_n by our 
"/ 
... " .... "., .. \~ .... 
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2.3 DIFFE.RhNCE. <.LUOTihNTS 
The difference quotients used to approximate 
. . •' • -<> . 
ordinary de~ivatives can be easily modified to apply to 
partial derivatives; hence we first consider the func-




the interval a~ x ~- b is defined to be the limiting value 
of the difference quotient 
f(x + h) 
a 
- :f ( x) 
h • ( 2) 
Thus the difference quotient offers an approximation 
to the derivative. The accuracy of this approxin.tation 
- . . . . ~ -~-. ·-·: ....... : . •- . ., .. : . 
is enhanced ash diminishes. 
Let us now consider a partitioning of the in-
terval into n subintervals of equal width h. Let x = Xo 
be an ena point of one of these subintervals and let 
· x0 + h = x1 ana ~ - h = x3 ~ Denote the value of tt1e 
~~ 11unction a.t ~i b-y ~i • 
--. - ...__.. 
Y. 
J: - - - - -- ,.·. ~-- - i-. - -
. - - - - -
,c. ':~., 
--t-tt-__ ....______. ____ ___. _ __.__~ _ _..i__...L-.._..____:__ __ x 
x,, )(3 XO )( I ){1 
Fig. 2. 2 
,9-· 
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• -~ 1.- .. , .. ,,. ~· 
. , .. ~ 
'.•.~ 
.· .. 
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. . . .- .:··. ··-·.. .. -·. :"'i, 
. 
For the point x • XC) the first derivative is 
( d~ f] - f 3 ·+ c d • - 2h ~ , 
where E approaches zero witb b. The corresponaing 
ference quotient at. x0 is 
(ll) ~ fl - f3 
dx O "-' 2h • 
S1m1lerly the s ecund derivative at X - Xe is -1. \ •.•• 
d2 f1 - fa fQ f~ --(": h h +E h , 
wh·ere E approaches zero with h. The corresponding 
second difference quotient is 






. --~ .... ~ , .. , . :· --·· ·-. 
Also, it may be shown that 
( 7") 
• 
Now, we will adapt our stua~ of difference 
~uotients to the p~rtiul derivative by considering tbe 
~- _.,. , ·:. • • ..- I., -- - • r .. J. ... Qrfiesh of lattlce _po"ints cortstrtictea i-n se~ction 2. ~.-
Consider an arbitrary lattice point (XQ,Yo), aenote it 
' 
,~ by O. Label neighboring lattice points of O as sl1own 
in the following diagram • 
./ - ' ~ 











, -···~: . .. - .u,:, .. . . .. 
) 
• • .: 4~ • ••· • •. ' , ............. , .. ,.. -' 
•--: ... ~':•· 
.. _ .• 
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J(J 
& el & I 
I/ 3 0 I 9 
7 4- B 
/Z 
Fig. 2.3 
Let w1 denote the value of the integral surface at the 
lattice points i. The resulti~g partial difference 
quotients at Oare 
, 
( i!) ,v w1 - ·~ ax O ,-v ~h , 
2 ( 9) ,-v Wl - 2wQ .+W3 
4)x O""" - h 2 ' 
,, 
\ ( 8) 
3 ( l - W )Q~ Vwg .. 2wJ. + 2w3 -YIJ,1 ~ -v 2h0 , 
I 
{ )3!) 0 ~ w10 - 2w2+Gw4 - w1~ 
~y 2h3 0 
., .. 
2.4 TlIB p·oISSON DIFFiili.b.NGh h'-!,UATION 
\ -
.· .. 
The Poisson equation in ty.,o di1nensions at o· i_s·· 
,• I 
{11) 
On replacing t.r.1e partial cteri va ti v·es b;l the cor.r·espona-
_ . ..,., ...... - .. ·,-.. -. ·-
)' ,·: ... '1, 
~ng _difference quotients w~ g~t 
.. "·· ....•........ -.._....-· .. :'.- •.• : ••. <; ... , .• ,;: ;~ .. :;,.,:(',,.,.; ... • .... ,.:,_._~_ •• ,, •• :=~·. o:.•.1r··"'•"· 
..,_ 
•. 
.. . ., ··.,; .. ~. •,-,: ..... ,--.. .... 
. J 
' .. ,/, 
.-~-·~-ML. 
·-.. · . 
,. . ..· ··-··· . ~=·:; __ ...;, .. ;' .·. ,,· 
-29-
or 
. •o - w1 + w2 + w3 + •, ·- .§Q.h 2 
- 4 4 • 
This gives the value of w(x,y) at any interior lattice 
po.ir1t O in t6rms of its values at surro(unding points. 
Now we \\!ill consider two numerical methods for finding 
these values • 
. 2 • 5 THh I TE.RA Tl Vh ltbTHO D 
We will compute values, denoted by w1', of 
· the function w: w(x,y} for tbe Poisson equation at in-
terior lattice points of a region, rectangular for sim-




















































































. 1, ..... 
) 
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--T, •o •,•;,.•.· \•0, ·. ·.: .. : : .... ~ ~ . 
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'-:1. __ ,.:., 
-:,0-
... 
In order to start the iterative method we 
first _estimate ap·i:·roximate values for w1'. , vwe base 
these rough estimates on our given bounc:iary conait1ons. 
Clearly the convergence_ to the true functional value is 
.. 
accelerated bv good estimates. · 11 
The values of w assigned to the mesh points, 
w1, will not in general satisfv the difference equation. 
We begin by revising the value of w at some one point, 
so tnat the revisea value, w1', along with the values at 
adjacent points does satisfy the ctifference equation. 
' 
hach of the other ffiesh points is treatea similarly. ha.ch 
time a value is revised, the values at adjacent points 
are made slightly ~rong, so that it is necessary to re-
peat the procedure for all the mesh points. 
~~e c ornrri enc e the process bv t:td~pting Poisson's • 
difference equation, ( 12) of 2.4; we have 
wl, - ~2 + a2 + a14 + w4 -~ ( 13) 
- 4 • 















... 4 4 , etc • 
The corr..putations are carried out a.gain. rrhe 
·._., . ·J 
r' . 
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iterations are·,relte~ated until there is no change 1~ 
· the .functional values. 
I 
The network of squares is now mad~ finer by 
halving h. The new lattice points are estimated by our 
boundary oondi tions ana the previously co1npu ted interior 
lattice points. The iterative process is repeate6 until 
there is no cbange. If we desire closer approximations 
to the true functional values, we woulri again halve the 
int~rva1s\ana repeat the process. 
2.6 IRRWULArl STARS 
So far we have limited our discussion to a 
rectangular region in which all interior lattice points 
had neighboring lattice point~ ~lther within or on the 
boundary, that is, the stars of tbe region had strings to 
neighboring lattice points of equal length h. 
,e now derive a Poisson difference equation 
which will enable us to cor1s id.er irregular stars, tiJa t is, 
stars wi tr1 one or tw9 s trir1gs unequal to h. In the 
'- ' 
... fo'llOvJirig~ figll:r6 points' 1 anct 2 lie OTl t,h·e b 00Unaa.tj,- YifJile 
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. ·.,,,; 
·.J 
.. ~-· . 
. ~-... - .-- ~ ....... -. .. - , -
I 
., . .., •. t \ ...... , (•.< ..... 
. . ; .. 




strings 01 and 02 have lengths ph and qh, respectively·, 
where O" p "' l and O ~ q < 1. 
If y is held constant the Taylor series ~x-
p·ansion of w(x,y) about x : x 0 is 
w(x,y) : WO+ WX(X - Xe))~ !wxx(X - XQ) 2 ••.• , (15) 
where •x and •xx are the partial derivatives evaluat~a 
at Xo• Negl~cting terms beyond h~ we have 
. .. . 
where A= 
Sin1ilarly, 
V\bere B = 
w1 1: WQ ,t Wxph i' ~Wx.xP
2b 2 , 
1 2 
: WQ - WXh + 92Wxxh ' 
2 . 
h wxx : Aw1 + Cw3 -· M 0 , 
2 · · 2 . 2 
-( l+p) , C : l , h : -p T p p • . 
2 . ' 
h w : Bw2 + Dw4"-- Fw0 , yy / 






,,.,.. ' . 
,> / '- '.. I ,,_ 
V,e now substitute (into the Foisson·a equation, 
r 
ana solve for w0 : 
Wo a .8.Wl -t Bw2 + Gw~ + Dw4, - h 25o 
~ + F 




1. I.t oniv tne string.to point_1··i_.s·cut'we,,p1+t:q :;:· 1, so 
··~ 
. . '. " . 
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that B: D: 1, F: 2. 
2~ If the string to point 3 instead of to point l·is 
cut, the coefficients A and Care interchange¢, so that 




3. There should not ~e more than two cut strings. since 
otherwise the nlesb is too coarse. 
rr An example will illustrate the iterativ6 pr·o-
cedure when i"rreguiar stars are present. 
2.7 l!.XAN~L~ VIII 
The figure 2. 6 illustrates the bouncary value 
problem which consists of finding a solution of the 
equation 
w + w : 2y, 
xx yy 
which takes on the boundary values shown in t.he figure. 
y 










;t h I d 1, ~6 
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0 0 0 0 0 X 
Fig. 2.6 
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,I•• "l· 
The right-hanct bounc&ry is a portion of· 
2y : 16 - x2, ·~-.... ~-~"-·-·-· ( 23) 
and we have with sufficient ~ccuracy a: (3.75,1) and 
b: '(3.50, .2). The followingdiagraru gives estimates of 
w at the six interior lattice points: 
"' 
5 9 /8 
h I d 
. 
~ 4- 9 
~ e C 
Fig. 2.7 
Since the points e, f, g, hare regular stars 
we may appl~ the standard Poisson equation with h: 1 and 
g(x,y) = 2y. However, for c ana ci we n1ust 1·1rst calculate 
A, B, C, LJ, b 1 and F. 
~ A C £ ~ 8 2) F 




·- --.:. -- ~ .., ,,.... I. B ± l ·--·· d 4- ;- ./ .. /· -- 3 .3 ~ 
Fig. 2.8 
On subs ti tutin6 t11ese values in ( ~O) of 2.6 we 
obtain the ·follo,ring · f ots son e11t·1·ere11c e eq ua. tions · for 




"'.", :; .f ·< 
.!"·- -~ 
., 
.. -~ .• . •, -.... •, ....... · ........ ,: .. ,.-.--,,.. . . •. -
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the six mesh points: " 
w .f.' 
"d' 
w t g 
w ' e 
W I 
C 
: 8 + •t + , ... g - l 
4· 
-
•d +15 + wh'+•e l 15 + Wd + Wh 1 +- w 0 - l -
- - -4 4· 
.§.( 26) + 1(30) + !( Wf t) +l ( We) 
-
4 
.96.33+!-l: +•e 3 
-
- 4 2 - 6 
-
! - 1 + •e + •h' _ l 
- 2 - 4 '2 
¥i(l5) +(wd') + *<•e' )+l(0)-2 
- -------------------- -





We now proceed to the it~rations which are 
arranged as shown in Figure 2.9. The exact solution to 
our problen1 is w • y(x2 + 1); a co1uparison betwet.;n the 




··- C d e f g h -
-. ' . " ,_. 
-· ' 
... 
w (computed) 9. 9 2 19.74 4o95 9o92 lo98 3o97 
w(exact) _, 10 20 5 10 2 4 
.. .. . . 

























































































9 00 IS-a (!. 
0 0 
. ; ' 
Once again we will compute values of the 
function w: w(x,y} for the Poisson equation at inter-
ior lattice points of a rec tan~~ular region with given 
>' ' ~ ., 
- 1-=--- ' ~ 
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.-··1,1 ......... , 
\ 
. . :·:, ... 
:, 
the relaxation technique employs estimates of the func-
tion ~tall interior lattice poin;s 1. The methoa ack-
nowledges that these estimates will not in general satis-
fy the given'difference equations. 
Let us consider tr1e Poisson difference equation 
in the following forrn.:. 
0 : Wl + W2 + W:3 + w4 • 4WQ - ~h
2
• ( 24) 
In the iterative method this equation was. not satisfied 
in general until the discrepancy. was 1·1quidated in trie 
I 
final iteration. However, in relaxation we deal directly 
wi tb this discrepancy, called the residual,. 
( 26) 
at eacb lattice point ana inili,ediately reduce it to zero 
by repeatea alterations, called relaxations, of tne est~-
nia ted functional values. 
I NC rlt,Mr,NT S 
Let us.study the rbctangular mesh considered in 
' 
' . ..•. .. . . .. , .. , . 
the· iterative methoct,·· in particu·lar, the la.ttict point 5. ,· 
The residual at this point, given by ( 25) or··2.s, is 
Clearly, if we alter w5 by the i~crement ~w5 
. , .... _.-.. ,, ... , ....... , .. 
.. . 
.:.~ 1 ' ., :"' .. ' ,-·- .... :-· ..... ~,· , .. , ;,-·' 
,· t .: ·:: 
'i,. '" 
t \ 
• • ' . ~; • ,·,1· ..... •. 
.·\' .·.: ·' ::._.:...: .... 
'() -38-
the;resulting change in R5 will be 
.. ..,.. '· ( 27) 
·1 •- '..T· ._,,._.,.._,~ .. ·-•·~·•·• -
Thus the alteration ,of the residual is minus four times 
the incren1ent given to tr1e estimated functional value. 
If we wish to liquidate the residual at 5, we must alter 
the functional value by 
AW • lu 
6.a 5 - 4''5. ( 28) 
~.· ;,1 
However, the increment 4w5 will affect the 
re~iduals at adjacent interior·1attice points 6, 2, and 
4. Note that~the Poisson difference equation neec not 
. be satisfied at the boundary point ~10 , and, therefore, we 
may disregard the residual hereA. 
Now applying the increment Aw5 to tne residue 
at point 2 
we get the increment ~R2: ~w5 . Tbus when we change tne 
functional value at 5, W6 lifilst in turn alter the, resiaues 
at the ~djacent interior 
·,. 
lattice points by 
(30) 
'I1he effect of a functional increment AW0 : + 1 
at any interior lattice point O on the residuals of adja-
ce~ interior lattice· points 1, 2, 3, ana 4 can be repre-
, ' "' . . 
··sentea by;a·relaxation natterii···ai~ showri'.Tn Figlire 2.120 
I 
., 
... , ......... . 
















Note that the change in function value is placed in the 
uprer left position, and that the resulting residual 
( 
changes are entered in the upper rigbt position at this 
point an~ aajacent points. 
1t·1gur e 2 .12. 
fhis is indicatea in (B) of 
2.10 SOLU'l·IUN BY POIN'l' rl.hLAXATll)N 
after es t1.Illi ting values of the function at tne 
interior· ·1a t t ice :p0 ints and computing the residuals at 
these same points, we rt:lax -the numerically largest re-
- ? 
,- ., /- _ .. \ 
sidual and 'then proceed to tbe next largest. Keep in · .. 
, 1 ·. ;, 
mind that relaxing the value of th~ function at a point 
Oby the amount Aw0 : l R0 necessitates changing the ad-
- 4 
jacent residuals R1 , R~, Rj, R4 , respectively, by tht 
l! .. 
··'········· .Ein~OU!l-~ A\Vo .b€ifo.re p~()~e~?i~~ to- the- next le.r~-~-s~ -~-~~~~:~~-"~~;,'::.:~;:.::~.::c.:· .. ~~:::;:;cc;: ... ::., ... _ -:··· 
I :w.~.r.·~·'t~.,~~t'f,ma:.~-."'•"1' ..... ~-.:,J~""',f'"iA"'~,,...,.,.~ ....... :~f\ .. ...., ......... ~_. ........ --,. • ..... a.:~·--;•.~·,·-~··~, ,·,-"'!';:.,.i".'1ii-·!•·'· - •·.'.~:~""'::-~· -.-:-. ,., v•,•• •.'' ••)· •.i('-• 
-40· 
Note that it is not necessarily advantageous to 
make the residual at .a point e·xact1y zero, since subse-
quent relaxations at adjacent point will again proauce • 
Sollie residual at this point. 
. . f 
The ··relaxation process t6r1n-
inates when all resicuals art reduced to zero, or nearly 
..) 
'. so. 
2.11 IRrlhGULAH STARS 
The relaxation method varies from the iterative 
·method in the following ways. Instead of using the dif·fE;r·-
ence equation to-improve step by step the values of w, we 
are in the relaxation method interested in reaucing the 
value of tbe residual, 
· (31) 
.. 
_ Furthermore, we must consiaer the eff·ects of a 
relaxation at O on tbe resiauals a.t tr1e adjacent points 
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Fig. 2.13 
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• 
ln tr1is figure trJe value of· w at b, "b, 
affects tr1e residual·s at b, c, a, e as follows, 
He - Uwb + ••• , 
-
Ha - wb + ... , -
He • wb + ••• ' 
Hb - -(2 + F)wb + •.• ' -
-41-
wber6 . ''• . n1eans terms inaepenaent of wb • hence, we 
have these relaxation patterns: 
, r 
I 
I I-~ I I ·,L , ,.,-,.• 
b 







I / -4 / / / 
- f- , / I I -{E ,-.JJ 
/ , \.. --· a-e d 
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Fig. 2.14 
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'J:he followin~ w11·1. ,,illustrate the relLixation :r_riE;t';.r)o:a. 
. , ) 
•,,. 
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~.12 ~MPLh IX 
The figure 2.15 lllustra tea the boundary value 
problem which consists of finding a solution for , 
•xx + •yy =--~,2y (32) 
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·Th·e .r·tg·h::t hgnd ooundary is a .. 'po:r.t:icYrt· o:r·· 
2y : 16 - x 2 
' ' - ' - ~ ,. a.na we '·have sufficient accuracy a: (3.75,1). ·ana 
' 
(33)· 
b : ( 3 • 50 , 2) • Taking h: 1 and using the data obtaintd 
when tt1e i tera ti:on niethod was appliea to tr1is proole111 
we obtain the table of values usE:ia in constructing: 
··-, .. ' 
' I 
:: 
_·, .. ,: -·-
........ 
,_· .... -·.- - ... ,, ... ·· ..... :· - .-. - ·'· ........ '.·. -
. : .-,:", 
'' ·. ~....---- ... ~ .. 
. -43-
p A C 1 q B D F 
C 3 i:a 8 8 
- -
- - 1 1 1 2 
.4 21 7 3 
d 1 8 4 4 1 1 1 2 - - -2 3 3 
-
Fig. 2.16 
Tht residuals at the various·p~ints way be 
reaa out of Figure 2.17. 
a d e f g h a b 
Re -(h+2l l 0 A 
., 
.. 
Rd 1 -~2) C A 
-
lie 1 -4 1 1 
.Hf 1 l -4 1 
H. 1 -4 1 g 
' 
Rh l 1 -4 
When the letters are replaced by ·their values frorr1 
.. F·igure. '2.).7, we £;et ~ht: .. y~lu~s __ of Figure. 2.18. _ 
. ' . 
···1· .. 
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. ' , 
C d e f g h 8 -b 
14 .a 32 H 21 -3 1 7 C 
4 8 




1 -4 1 1 
Rf 1 ' 1 -4 1 
Hg 1 =-4 l 
•, 




The residuals for tb~ six points after adapt-
ing the residual equation ana u~ing estimates of the 
iteration method: 
C d e f g h 
West 9 18 ·4 9 2 5 
R 1.4 8.3 2 2 0 -5 .. 
~ 
' ,, I <: ·, • C 
Fig. 2.19 
.. ·. 
Sa.mp le calculations: 
-- 15 ( 32) + ttc : . · 21 + · ud 
8 __ - 14 
7 u + u - u 0 - 2yc: i.4 C -~ 
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~ 
'l'hese residual tables enable us to lay out 
the following. relax~tion patte~ns for eacb·or the six 
mesh points. 
., 
I - -,. I / /-4 + - / / -6 
/ 
I I I 
I / / 




Fig. -2. 20 
~\e now ar:} l:v point"· rtlaxation us int'.> t11e 
following values of Aw ln tr.is oraer: .1.8 at d, 
- 1 at h, 6 at c , 1 at f, 1 at e, - 3 at c • 
. _.J 
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In our discussion of par~ial differential 
equations we were careful to notethat the difference 
equations were, obtained by approximating the deriva-
tives. Now it is natural to ask when the solutions 
of difference equations by iteration will converge to 
the solution differential equation. By way of illus-
' 
tration let us examine a particular problem which tne 
it~rative proc-eriure will not converge to the exact 
solution. 
For our purpose it is advantageous to con~ 
sider the hyperbolic-equ~tion-problem 
u -u ·=o,·y>o yy xx (1) 
,) 
with initial conaitions u(x,O) = f(x) ana u (x,O) :g(x), y 
, wbert f(x) and g(x) a·re arbitrary smootp functions •.. 
-i\ '~:', •.,. . ;~,.. ~ ~ ', .. . .-/ t 
First we seek tne general solution u(x,y). .. 
3.2 Gl:..NhRAL SOLUTION TO uyy - Uxx: 0 
Consider the change of variables s : x + y 






















comes •st : 0 and _w(a,t) : F(s) + li(t), where F(s) 
and G{t) are arbitrary differentiable functions, is a 
. solutio~J to w(s,t) : O. Upon substituting, we get 
' 
,/~~--~~)l ( X 1 y) : w ( s I t ) : F ( X. + y) 't G ( X - y) • . ( 2) 
Now, we apply the initial~conditions of sec-
t·1on 3.1 to (2) and get 
u(x,O) : F(s)-,. G(x) : f(x), 
_ uy(x,O): F'(x) - G1 (x). 
After ctifferentiating ( 3) ana solving, -this and (4) 
simultaneously, we obtain 
!~(x) 
X 
g(s)d~ F(x) : +J + cl, 
0 
U( x) : i[r< x) X· - f"" g(s) ds] + C2• 
0 
Now, aprlying (5) anct·.(f:5) to (2), 
x+y 
u{x,y) : ~fr(x + y) + f(x - v) - g(s)dJ-t c3 . ' 
,. 




When y - o, li(x,O) - f(x) + C3 - f ( x) , which implies 
- - -
c 3 : O. hence 
x+y 
'" 
u(x,y) : irf(x + y) + f(x - y) + 
~ L- ' ' 
-
g( s) d.$: .. (7) 
,_ .... :J· 
. - -~ ,-
:r: 
:. 
. ~ . 
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Tbis is tl:le general soluti,)n to our hyperbolic eq~ation 
with the given initial conditions. 
3. 3 DOMAIN OF DE.PE.ND~C.&, 
Let us consider the general solution of sec-
tion 3. 2, (7) ·, evaluated at a point (XQ,Yo), that is, 
~t O 
u(xo,Yo) = i [ f(Jro+Yo> + r(:xa-10> + / , g( s)d~ • (8) 
Xo-Yo 
A 
It can be seen from {8) that u(Xc) 1 y0 ) depends 
on the n.ean of f( Xo + y0 ) and f( Xo - y0 ) ana the area 
between g(x) ano the x-axis between (Xe) - y0 ,o) anti 
(Jeo + Yo,O). Graphically: 
Y. 
S ( x.-t toJ J-_-_ -_--+----~::::::::::::::..,.__ ___ 1! (x) 
O 







Clearly·, U(XQ,Yo} __ i-s influenced or1ly. b:;~-- v-a1U .. !3S- of X, 
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;.~uch that Xo - Y01f x ~ Xe + Yo, This interval is calleo -
_; the domain o·f depenaence of (:xo,y0 ). It can be se~n 
from the ·1following diagram that u(Jeo,Yo) is determined i ,. 
by the domain d cut by the lines with slope t 1 which 
pass through (x0 ,y0 ). 
Y. 
'to - -
. " . ' . , ·, ,-, ,-. ~"\., ' . 














3,4 DIFFbHbNC.b SOLUTION 'rcJ:'uxx - uyy : 0 
In our original discussion of difference··, 
~~ . . 
"' --- ' . . ,-
·quotients we assumea ~n increment h in botb x and y 
directions. We will now assume an incr6ment k, aif-
f)6rtnt from. h, in tl}e y airection. ~L1ben t1Je aiffer-
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- Uix+hiy)-2U(x1yl + U(x-h1 ;i) :o 
h2 
and the initial conditions ar~ 




g(x) • .. (10) 
.. 
~~·e seek the solution of U at ·any lattice point· 
(Xc)f'mh,nk) where m, n·: 0,±1,~.2 •••• Let us begin by 
solving (1) for U(x,y ~ k), th~t 1~, 
U(x,y + k) : 2U(x,y) - U1.(~,y - k) + (11) 
+1 ~(x + h,y) -2U (x,.y) + U(x - h,y~ , 
wh.ere": k Note that (10) yields - • h 
··· U ( X, k) : kg ( X) + f ( X) • ( 1~) 
This will give the value of U at points of the line 
y = k. In oraer to fina values of U at~points of the 
line y: 2k we.put y =kin (11) J 
U { x, 2k) : :2U ( X, k) - U ( X, 0 ) - ':. . ( 13) ) 
-l~(x+h,k) - 2U(x,k) + U(x-h,k] • 
1 t- can- be seen that' ( 1'3) :~-en9.b\l.es us .-to evalua tc; U( x, :2k} 
in terms of- the values of U prev l o·us1y found. Siru.ilar-
ly, ~e may obtain values of (11) at the lattice points 
on the lines y = 3k, 4k, •••• 
· Tnus t4e functional value of U at f is ae- . 
. ·- .. -~--~ . - -- . ,, . . . --· ...... ·, .... -~_,,, - - .. . ... - . --
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that lie between P and the x-axis. It can be shown, 
analogous to u(xo,yo), that U(XQ,Yo) is influenced by 
the domain D cut by the lines with slope T ~ which 
pass through (Xe), Yo)'. Figure 3. 3 COTupares the two 















.. ,-1-t,r I' re .. ·~;~·· ~-.. 
rr,:bus the aoruain of dependence lJ for U is in-
_, 
terior to th~~domain 6f depenaence-4_for_u. '£his per-
,!,.· 
.x 
tinent fact leads us to assErt that there exists an in-: 
finite numb er of initial· functions f ( x) and g ( x) such · 
that U{x,y) aoes not converge to u(x,y). For consider 
the point (x0 ,y0 } and suppose that U converges to u at 
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. 
values off and g forrthat part of the domain d which 
lies ou taide D. Then the value of U would remain the 
same since f ano g have not been altered in~, but u 
woula be altered since f and g- were changed ind. 
Thus U(Jto,Yo) remainsthe same, but u(x0 ,y0 ) may assume 
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